Increase your multilingual students’ growth through equitable student exploration and active learning. *Experience Math™* offers embedded support to help multilingual learners understand vocabulary, mathematical ideas, and concepts in context to improve overall achievement.

- **Student Learning Goal**
- **Success Criteria**
- **Minds On Activity**
- **Action Task**
- **Consolidate Questions**
- **Exit Ticket**
- **Your Turn (What You Learned, Questions)**

*Experience Math* provides student-facing Spanish resources to support instruction. Teachers have easy access to Spanish digital resources through *Savvas Realize™*, such as:

- Student Learning Goal
- Success Criteria
- Minds On Activity
- Action Task
- Consolidate Questions
- Exit Ticket
- Your Turn (What You Learned, Questions)

The online Teacher Guidance Panel contains embedded coaching supports from Dr. Marian Small to help facilitate meaningful instruction with strategic questioning strategies. Differentiation strategies for multilingual learners provide diversified scaffolding (light, moderate, substantial) to address student needs at point of use.

**Vocabulario Académico**

- **calcular**
  
  Hallar una solución usando números y operaciones.

- **aproximar**
  
  Hacer una suposición sobre el tamaño o el valor de algo.

- **429 ÷ 8 = ?**

**Academic Language Activities** help build understanding of critical words needed to communicate mathematical ideas and understandings. Instructional scaffolds are embedded to help students understand vocabulary, ideas, and concepts in context.
Multilingual students and their families are supported through Spanish student components and translated Family Engagement resources to meet the needs of all students.

All student materials are translated into Spanish, including the print Student Experience Book. The translated worktext includes:

- Action Task
- What You Learned (Lesson Summary)
- Your Turn: Journal Prompts
- Your Turn: Questions
- Topic Your Turn Questions

Grade K Projectable Storytime books and Posters are translated into Spanish. They promote inquiry, introduce mathematical concepts, and encourage the sharing of ideas for multilingual learners.

Family Engagement offers topic and lesson resources to engage students at home and provide support for parents and caregivers. Compatible with Google Translate™, enabling access to resources in hundreds of languages including Spanish.

Additional Spanish Resources:

- Additional Practice
- Games (Printable and Digital)
- Topic Assessments (Diagnostic Task, Topic Assessment, Parallel Assessment, Performance Task)
- Making Connections Tasks
- Wonder Tasks
- Math Talks (Number Talks, Data Talks)
- Brain Benders